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MISSION VISION
The Garden City School District  Seeks to create

an environment for learning which enables
each student the opportunity to grow as an
individual as well  as a group member while

striving to achieve the optimal level  of
academic,  social,  and personal success.  

 
Students will  thrive in a learning environment

that is  developmentally appropriate,
individualized and challenging.

 
Our goal and responsibil ity is  to help each

student develop an enthusiasm for learning,  a
respect for self  and others,  and the skil ls  to
become a creative independent thinker and

problem solver.   

Inspiring and Challenging our
Students to Accomplish Their  Personal
Best

Students will :
Foster a curiosity for learning
Engage in productive cognitive
struggle
Find their  individual passions,
creativity and strength
Grow increasingly self  confident
Develop appreciation for multiple
disciplines and the larger world
Collaborate,  communicate and adapt
Build respectful  relationships





Our Comprehensive Approach
 

An effective literacy program must include

explicit instruction and opportunities for students

to develop skills and strategies for maximizing

their abilities to read, write, listen, speak, think,

and view in order to participate fully and

successfully in a complex society.



Much has been learned in the past few decades
about classroom instruction that effectively
promotes the development of high level reading
and writing skills.

Our Comprehensive Approach

Based on both literacy research and general
research about how children learn, Garden City
Public Schools has established core principles.



How do you become a skilled reader? 
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An Efficient  Reading Process
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Moving Forward
We will continue to embrace a comprehensive approach
to literacy instruction to ensure that all students emerge
from our schools as strategic, confident, strong readers.

We will stay current on the latest research and best
practices for reading instruction. 

All stakeholders will have frequent dialogue in order
to build capacity related to professional learning
opportunities.



Writing Study Update



1 2 3

One of our district
priorities this year is to

study the writing
experiences we provide

for students. 

Our first step is to collect
some information that will

provide us with baseline
evidence to highlight

students’ strengths and
opportunities for growth.

As stated in our MTSS
plan, we can learn about

our students as writers by
administering an on-

demand writing prompt
to all K-8 students.

OUR WRITING STUDY



On-Demand Writing
The writing prompt is used as an assessment tool to
observe and study authentic student writing.

The same prompt is being administered 2x this year
to students K-8 to allow the us to see visible
evidence of growth and opportunites to accelerate
writing.



What is the writing prompt?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qXdmnlp8LxK7RSgNOB8RiQUlet4hknxlLc8ipP7m2NY/edit?usp=sharing


What is the writing prompt?Who administers the writing prompt?

K-5 classroom teachers

6-8 English teachers

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qXdmnlp8LxK7RSgNOB8RiQUlet4hknxlLc8ipP7m2NY/edit


Windows of Administration



How will we use the information?
The data we collect will furnish us

with pertinent information that will

help us study the writing and

develop next steps. 

 Students’ writing will assist in
adapting purposeful whole-class
instruction, planning for small
group instruction, and setting
individual goals. 



Who is studying the writing?

A committee of teachers/administrators with
representation from all student populations 

and grades levels.



What work is the team engaging in?
This professional learning community is

participating in collaborative conversations

focused on lifting the level of writing for all

students in Garden City. 

This experience will ensure the
understanding of the assessment tools
used to study student writing.

Additionally, we will be exploring various
resources for instruction to elevate writing
opportunities for all learners.  



What assessment tools are we using?

ELA Next Generation Learning Standards

Learning Progression
 for Narrative Writing 

Writing Checkists 

Literacy Continuum



Lifelong Practices of Readers and Writers



Standards at a Glance

Pre-K - Grade 2 Grade 3 - 5 Grade 6 - 8 

http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/pk2elastandardsglance.pdf
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/35elastandardsglance.pdf
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/68elastandardsglance.pdf
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/68elastandardsglance.pdf


Checklist

Analysis of:
-Structure

-Development
-Language 

Conventions

Grade 3



Analysis of:
-Structure

-Development
-Language

Conventions

Checklist
Grade 4



Expectations 3rd  vs. 4th 

3rd 
grade

4th
grade



Checklists and Standards Alignment

4th-grade



Writers In Action!



Let's Explore Some 
Writing Samples!



Send communication to
principals and K-8
teachers with on-
demand writing

purpose, prompt, &
directions. 

Develop a plan to
study writing and

elevate instructional
experiences for all

students K-8.

Assemble a group of
teachers and

administrators to
create a District

Writing Study Team.

Familiarize 
Writing Study Team

with purpose, 
assessment tools,

and process.

Analyze writing by
structure,

development, &
conventions

K-8 and input data.

Interpret writing data
K-8 to determine

strengths and 
opportunities for

growth.

Determine what
priority standards

need to be
addressed. Research

writing resources.

Recommend 
 primary resources

and determine a
professional

development plan.

Where we are and where we are going...



Thank you!


